This drawing has been specifically prepared to meet the requirements of the named client and may contain design and innovative features which differ from conventional design standards.

Diag. 1009 marking to be installed

Extend existing loading bay by 6m.

22no. "Traffic Separator FG300 EFX Orange" bollards at 2m centres to be installed, offset from kerb face by 2.0m to provide wider area for pedestrian social distancing.

"Traffic Separator FG300 EFX Orange" bollard at 2m centres to be installed, offset from kerb face by 1.0m

35no. "Traffic Separator FG300 EFX Orange" bollards at 2m centres to be installed, offset from kerb face by 2.0m to provide wider area for pedestrian social distancing.

Existing road markings to be removed.

Existing road markings.

New traffic post.

New white thermoplastic road markings.

New thermoplastic road markings.